Visual Schedule Instructions

1. Choose _____ area photo cards from the **Animals** and **Play and Exploration** sections.

3. Choose _____ photo cards from the **Other Choices** section.

4. In the **Schedule** section, post all of the photo cards in the sequence of your choice.

   *(Prepare all cards with a removable adhesive, such as velcro.)*

Locating and Attending Procedures

1. On the **Participant’s Map** at the front of this book, post one photo card in the square under Time For, and the next photo card in the square under Next.

2. On the map, find the same number as the photo card.

3. Walk to that area in the Play Zoo. (A responsible adult may use a timer for minimum or maximum attending goals.)

4. When you are finished, post the photo card in the **All Done** section at the back of this book.

5. Check the **Schedule**.

6. Repeat steps 1 to 4 until you have posted all photo cards in the **All Done** section.
Play and Exploration

15 The Woods

19 Earth Play

16 The Backyard

20 Animal Homes Adventure

17 Sound and Sensory Garden